The Power of AP
“Batch Drop Shipping”

Florist Co.

Case Study

HOW TO GROW YOUR DROPSHIPPING PROFITS
https://advanceprotech.com

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Drop Shipping allows you to purchase the
items from a third-party supplier or
manufacturer, who then packages and
fulﬁlls your customer orders without you

“AdvancePro is a
complete and highly
adaptable inventory
management solu on
that has been developed
and deployed to
businesses like yourself
since 2001.
We provide ERP
management
func onality, a frac on
of the cost of SAP,
NetSuite, and other
detailed ERP solu ons.”

taking delivery. This case study illustrates
the power of AdvancePro in managing
mul ple drop shipping orders via the
Batch Drop Shipping feature.

CHALLENGE
A wholesale Florist company receives a
large number of customer orders and
needed to ship those orders to local
customers from vendors around the
world. The ﬁrm has to priori ze next day
delivery of all those orders and manage a
dynamic supply chain with constant
changes in stock. The most important
aspect is the correct tracking of orders to
ensure proper deliveries.
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THE SOLUTION

Benefits of Batch Drop Shipping

ADVANCEPRO’S BATCH DROP SHIPPING FEATURE

•Orders are fulﬁlled and ready to ship to

This year AdvancePro added a new feature

the door of your customers without

Batch Drop Shipping, which has the

actually stocking addi onal inventory and

ability to simultaneously manage

reducing risk (of inventory).

inventory, shipping and delivery to the

•AdvancePro ensures that the order

end user.

tracking informa on is automa cally

The company receives orders for ﬂowers

updated and is integrated easily with

through either the web, emails, or CRM

CRM so ware such as QuickBooks,

and the orders are displayed on a single

Salesforce, ShipSta on etc.

screen by the APT inventory CPO,

•Huge savings when it comes to labor

ensuring faster processing of all orders.

and holding costs

AdvancePro helps the wholesale ﬂorist

•Ensures lean opera ons with greater

company in selec ng the correct vendor,

focus on front-end delivery

based on the availability of stock, order
fulﬁllment capacity and op mizing
delivery me.

•Mul ple ﬁltering op ons by SKU,
vendor, proximity to delivery loca on etc.

Thus, the company is able to achieve its
business objec ves and op mize the
complicated process of managing
mul ple orders, from various vendors to
end customers around the globe with a
few clicks.
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dropship work flow
Process customer orders
via New Batch Dropshipping feature.
Decide which vendor to
use on the spot

B2BWEB

The Vendor
process the
order via
selected carrier
and ships the
orders to the
customers

Upon conﬁrma on create
Shipping Labels and emails
the printable labels to the
Vendor

You do not need to spend a fortune on a complicated ERP sytem. AdvancePro oﬀers
a level of inventory management func onality at a very reasonable investment that
demonstrates posi ve ROI almost immediately. Adopt AdvancePro for seamless
integra on and constant innova on, which keeps your business ahead.

Get in touch with our expert today to organize your inventory with AdvancePro!
Click the link to schedule a 'Demo'.
h ps://bit.ly/34qigdY

“AdvancePro has been named as one of the "Rising Stars”
by FeaturedCustomers in the
“2020 Customer Success Awards”
for the Inventory Management So ware category.
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